1. REQUEST COB CABLE DETAILED ACCOUNT BACKGROUND DEALINGS
   WITH AMPATRIN (IDEN A) REGARDING PURCHASE OF VESSEL, TRIANA BY
   ANDENIM (IDEN B).

2. SPECIFICALLY NEED ANSWERS TO:
   A. WAS AMPATRIN ENCOURAGED BY KUBARE TO HAVE
      HIS PRINCIPALS (IDEN C AND D) PROVIDE IDEN B FUNDS
      FOR PURCHASE?
   B. WAS TAX WRITE OFF DISCUSSD WITH AMPATRIN?
   C. FOLLOWING DECISION BY AMPATRIN OR KUBARE
      THAT TAX WRITE OFF NOT FEASIBLE, WAS THEIR DISCUSSION
      OF "FINDING OTHER MEANS TO COMPENSATE PRINCIPALS?"

3. IT IS AMPATRIN RECOLLECTION THAT HE MAY HAVE DISCUSSED
   THESE MATTERS WITH COB.

END OF MESSAGE

Desmond Fitzgerald
C/WHD

Bruce B. Cheever
DC/WH(SA)
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: 3rd PAULO

FROM: WH/SA-8

INFO: DDP, c/o 1015 FL, WH-7, VA

DATE: 5 June 1964

SECRET

ROUTE: 4

FILE IN CS FILE NO.

FILE RD

RETURN TO BRANCH

CITE RD 27203

9 June 64

TYPIC

DIR 27703

MICROFILMED

JUN 29 1964

DOC. MICRO. SER.

IDEN A - JACK MALONE
IDEN B - ALBERTO FERNANDEZ
IDEN C - ROBERT KLEBERG
IDEN D - GEORGE BRAGA

END OF MESSAGE